Dancing to the flute / Manisha Jolie Amin  F AMIN
Nona & Me / Clare Atkins  F ATKI
Map of the invisible world / Tash Aw  F AW
A moment comes / Jennifer Bradbury  F BRAD
Balzac and the little Chinese seamstress / Sijie Dai  F DAI
Diego, Run! / Deborah Ellis  F ELLI
Diego's Pride / Deborah Ellis  F ELLI
No safe place / Deborah Ellis  F ELLI
Beyond the barricade / Deborah Ellis  F ELLI
The heaven shop / Deborah Ellis  F ELLI
Shauzia / Deborah Ellis  F ELLI
Birrng and the secret friend / Jackie French  F FRE
Mahtab’s story / Libby Gleeson  F GLEE
Shahana / Rosanne Hawke  F HAWK
Soraya the storyteller / Rosanne Hawke  F HAWK
Wonder / R.J. Palacio  F PALA
One thousand hills / James Roy & Noel Zihabamwe  F ROY
The Green Bicycle / Haifaa al Mansour  F ALMA
A Christmas Carol / Charles Dickens  F DICK
Oliver Twist / Charles Dickens  F DICK
Parvana / Deborah Ellis  F ELLI
Parvana’s journey / Deborah Ellis  F ELLI
Parvana’s promise / Deborah Ellis  F ELLI
Bitter chocolate / Sally Grindley  F GRIN
Broken glass / Sally Grindley  F GRIN
Torn pages / Sally Grindley  F GRIN
Spilled Water / Sally Grindley  F GRIN
Mountain wolf / Rosanne Hawke  F HAWK
Marrying Ameera / Rosanne Hawke  F HAWK
Naveed / John Heffernan  F HEFF
Malini / Robert Hillman  F HILL
The Rainbow Troops / Andrea Hirata  F HORA
Paper things / Jennifer Richard Jacobson  F JACO
Absent / Betool Khedairi  F KHED
In darkness / Nick Lake  F LAKE
Rickshaw boy / She Lao  F LAO
Chinese Cinderella / Adeline Yen Mah  F MAH
Zafir : through my eyes / Prue Mason  F MASO
Emilio / Sophie Masson  F MASS
Chalkline / Jane Mitchell  F MITC
Never fall down / Patricia McCormick  F MCCO
Sold / Patricia McCormick  F MCCO
Bound / Donna Jo Napoli  F NAPO
The glass collector / Anna Perera  F PERE
Follow the rabbit-proof fence / Doris Pilkington  F PILK
Amina / J.L. Powers  F POWE
The dogs of winter / Bobbie Pyron  F PYRO
Beneath my mother’s feet / Amjed Qamar  F QAMA
Shooting Kabul / N.H. Senzai  F SENZ
Motherland : a novel / Vineeta Vijayaraghavan  F VIJA
Close to the wind / Jon Walter  F WALT
A cardboard palace / Allayne Webster  F WEBS
Homeless Bird / Gloria Whelan  F WHEL
Miss Chopsticks / Xinran  F XINR
Under a tin-grey sari / Wayne Ashton  F ASTO
Hinterland / Caroline Brothers  F BROT
Contemporary Iraqi fiction : an anthology  F CONT
Bleak House / Charles Dickens  F DICK
Hard times / Charles Dickens  F DICK
Great Expectations / Charles Dickens  F DICK
War brothers : the graphic novel / Sharon McKay  F MCKA
Anil’s ghost / Michael Ondaatje  F ONDA
Slumdog millionaire / Vikas Swarup  F SWAR
Stories a map won’t show you : stories from Australia and beyond / Susan LaMarca  F THIN
American-born Chinese / Gene Yang  F YANG
Rebel / Allan Baillie  PB BAIL
Idihil / Helen Bell  PB BEL
Our village in the sky / Janeen Brian  PB BRIA
The Little Refugee / Anh Do  PB DO
Fair skin black fella / Renee Fogorty  PB FOGO
Rachel's story / Andy Glynne  PB GLYN
The Island / Armin Greder  PB GRED
Way home / Libby Hathorn  PB HATH
Ziba came on a boat / Liz Lofthouse  PB LOFT
Home and Away / John Marsden  PB MARD
The Composition / Antonio Skarmeta  PB SKAR
The Arrival / Shaun Tan  PB TAN
Dust / Colin Thompson  PB THOM
Malala and Iqbal : two stories of bravery / Jeanette Winter  PB WINT

They cannot take the sky : stories from detention  325.21 THE
Street child : Hamilton's story  362.708 HYN
What the world eats / Peter Menzel  641.3 MEN
Where children sleep / James Mollison  779.25 MOL
From Kinglake to Kabul / Neil Grant & David Williams  A820.8 FRO
Songs of a war boy / Deng Thiek Adut  920 ADUT
A long way gone : memoirs of a boy soldier / Ishmael Beah  920 BEAH
Desert Flower / Waris Dirie  920 DIR
The Happiest Refugee / Anh Do  920 DO
Three wishes : Israeli and Palestinian children speak out  920 ELLI
The Hospital by the River / Catherine Hamlin  920 HAML
The Rug-maker of Mazar-i-Sharif / Najaf Mazari  920 MAZA
Three cups of tea / Greg Mortenson & David Oliver Relin  920 MORT
Stories into schools : promoting peace with books, not bombs, in Afghanistan and Pakistan / Greg Mortenson  920 MORT
Queen of Katwe / Tim Crothers  920 MUTE
Little daughter : a memoir of survival in Burma and the West / Zoya Phan  920 PHAN
So far from the bamboo grove / Yoko Kawashima Watkins  920 WATK
My brother, my sister and I / Yoko Kawashima Watkins  920 WATK
Red scarf girl : a memoir of the Cultural Revolution / Ji Li Jiang  951.05 JIA